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Hey i’m Dan and as long as I can remember I have drawn, painted and
crafted. I studied Digital Arts at LCC in London (University of the Arts) and
then have furthered my own design paths through founding an online
music magazine, self learning and working at large companies in the
gaming industry.
I started working on my career in 2010 at a company called
Wintechnologies, part of the Betway Group. I started in a Junior role and
have progressed on to a mid-weight. In 2017 I was headhunted for a new
start-up design agency called Mojito Media, here I was able to utilise
many of my design skills using C4D, After Effects and also dipping into
aspects of UX/UI design.
In 2019 I decided to pack my bags and travel the world for fear of missing
out! I am now working for various clients on both freelance and contract
bases. My return date to London is the 14th of March 2019.

Work Experience
2017 - 2018

Mojito Media
UI Deigner

2010 - 2017

The Betway Group
Mid-Weight Designer

I was involved in many aspects of design
at Mojito Media including website design,
branding, UX and UI layouts. I was also asked
to brainstorm new ideas and concepts for
their brand overhaul where I used 3D editing
software such as Blender and Cinema 4D.
Betway was a great way to start my design
career, based within a large design team
regualrly having standup / interactive
critiquing sessions which not only bolstered
my confidence but also helped learn many
new design skills, including motion design
and print work. I also worked as the main
designer for the Hippodrome Casino in
London, creating their land based advertising.

hainesy@in-reach.co.uk
www.in-reach.co.uk

My Aim
To Create, Visualise and
Communicate my ideas with the
desire to produce clean designs
for ambitious forward thinking
brands.

References
Antony Koporo
Recruiter (betway)

In a marketplace full of Designers,
Daniel did what many couldn’t...
stand out! His persistence and
personality made him a great
acquisition. He continually
challenged himself to improve
and raised the bar for his team!

Jason Wintermeyer

Senior Designer (betway)
Daniel is highly creative
and talented all-round
graphic designer. He is very
knowledgeable in all areas of
online gaming. If the opportunity
arises I would jump at the
opportunity to work alongside
him again.

